Attention operators have been widely applied in various fields, including computer vision, natural language processing, and network embedding learning. Attention operators on graph data enables learnable weights when aggregating information from neighboring nodes. However, graph attention operators (GAOs) consume excessive computational resources, preventing their applications on large graphs. In addition, GAOs belong to the family of soft attention, instead of hard attention, which has been shown to yield better performance. In this work, we propose novel hard graph attention operator (hGAO) and channel-wise graph attention operator (cGAO). hGAO uses the hard attention mechanism by attending to only important nodes. Compared to GAO, hGAO improves performance and saves computational cost by only attending to important nodes. To further reduce the requirements on computational resources, we propose the cGAO that performs attention operations along channels. cGAO avoids the dependency on the adjacency matrix, leading to dramatic reductions in computational resource requirements. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed deep models with the new operators achieve consistently better performance. Comparison results also indicates that hGAO achieves significantly better performance than GAO on both node and graph embedding tasks. Efficiency comparison shows that our cGAO leads to dramatic savings in computational resources, making them applicable to large graphs.
INTRODUCTION
Deep attention networks are becoming increasingly powerful in solving challenging tasks in various fields, including natural language processing [5, 19, 27] , and computer vision [30, 31, 37] . Compared to convolution layers and recurrent neural layers like LSTM [9, 11] , attention operators are able to capture long-range dependencies and relationships among input elements, thereby boosting performance [5, 17] . In addition to images and texts, attention operators are also applied on graphs [28] . In graph attention operators (GAOs), each node in a graph attend to all neighboring nodes, including itself. By employing attention mechanism, GAOs enable learnable weights for neighboring feature vectors when aggregating information from neighbors. However, a practical challenge of using GAOs on graph data is that they consume excessive computational resources, including computational cost and memory usage. The time and space complexities of GAOs are both quadratic to the number of nodes in graphs. At the same time, GAOs belong to the family of soft attention [12] , instead of hard attention [31] . It has been shown that hard attention usually achieves better performance than soft attention, since hard attention only attends to important features [25, 31, 35] .
In this work, we propose novel hard graph attention operator (hGAO). hGAO performs attention operation by requiring each query node to only attend to part of neighboring nodes in graphs. By employing a trainable project vector p, we compute a scalar projection value of each node in graph on p. Based on these projection values, hGAO selects several important neighboring nodes to which the query node attends. By attending to the most important nodes, the responses of the query node are more accurate, thereby leading to better performance than methods based on soft attention. Compared to GAO, hGAO also saves computational cost by reducing the number of nodes to attend.
GAO also suffers from the limitations of excessive requirements on computational resources, including computational cost and memory usage. hGAO improves the performance of attention operator by using hard attention mechanism. It still consumes large amount of memory, which is critical when learning from large graphs. To overcome this limitation, we propose a novel channel-wise graph attention operator (cGAO). cGAO performs attention operation from the perspective of channels. The response of each channel is computed by attending to all channels. Given that the number of channels is far smaller than the number of nodes, cGAO can significantly save computational resources. Another advantage of cGAO over GAO and hGAO is that it does not rely on the adjacency matrix. In both GAO and hGAO, the adjacency matrix is used to identify neighboring nodes for attention operators. In cGAO, features within the same node communicate with each other, but features in different nodes do not. cHAO does not need the adjacency matrix to identify nodes connectivity. By avoiding dependency on the adjacency matrix, cGAO achieves better computational efficiency than GAO and hGAO.
Based on our proposed hGAO and cGAO, we develop deep attention networks for graph embedding learning. Experimental results on graph classification and node classification tasks demonstrate that our proposed deep models with the new operators achieve consistently better performance. Comparison results also indicates that hGAO achieves significantly better performance than GAOs on both node and graph embedding tasks. Efficiency comparison shows that our cGAO leads to dramatic savings in computational resources, making them applicable to large graphs.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe the attention operator and related hard attention and graph attention operators.
Attention Operator
An attention operator takes three matrices as input; those are a query matrix
For each query vector q i , the attention operator produces its response by attending it to every key vector in K. The results are used to compute a weighted sum of all value vectors in V , leading to the output of the attention operator. The layer-wise forwardpropagation operation of attn(Q, K, V ) is defined as
where softmax(·) is a column-wise softmax operator. The coefficient matrix E is calculated by the matrix multiplication between K T and Q. Each element e i j in E represents the inner product result between the key vector k T i and the query vector q j . The matrix multiplication K T Q computes all similarity scores between all query vectors and all key vectors. The column-wise softmax operator is used to normalize the coefficient matrix and make the sum of each column to 1. The matrix multiplication between V and softmax(E) produces the output O. Self-attention [27] is a special attention operator with Q = K = V .
In Eq. 1, we employ dot product to calculate responses between query vectors in Q and key vectors in K. There are several other ways to perform this computation, such as Gaussian function and concatenation. Dot product is shown to be the simplest but most effective one [30] . In this work, we use dot product as the similarity function. In general, we can apply linear transformations on input matrices, leading to following attention operator:
where
In the following discussions, we will skip linear transformations for the sake of notational simplicity.
The computational cost of the attention operator as described 
Hard Attention Operator
The attention operator described above uses soft attention, since responses to each query vector q i are calculated by taking weighted sum over all value vectors. In contrast, hard attention operator [31] only selects a subset of key and value vectors for computation. Suppose k key vectors (k < n) are selected from the input matrix K and the indices are i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i k with i m < i n and 1 ≤ m < n ≤ k. With selected indices, new key and value matrices are constructed
The output of the hard attention operator is obtained by O = attn(Q,K,Ṽ ). The hard attention operator is converted into a stochastic process in [31] by setting k to 1 and use probabilistic sampling. For each query vector, it only selects one value vector by probabilistic sampling based on normalized similarity scores given by softmax(Kq i ). The hard attention operators using probabilistic sampling are not differentiable, and requires reinforcement learning techniques for training. This makes soft attention more popular for easier back-propagation training [18] .
By attending to less key vectors, the hard attention operator is computationally more efficient than the soft attention operator. The time and space complexities of the hard attention operator are O(m × k × d) and O(m × k), respectively. When k ≪ m, the hard attention operator reduces time and space complexities by a factor of m compared to the soft attention operator. Besides computational efficiency, the hard attention operator is shown to have better performance than the soft attention operator [19, 31] , because it only selects important feature vectors to attend [13, 20 ].
Graph Attention Operator
The graph attention operator (GAO) was proposed in [28] , and it applies the soft attention operator on graph data. For each node in a graph, it attends to its neighboring nodes. Given a graph with N nodes, each with d features, the layer-wise forward propagation operation of GAO in [28] is defined as
where • denotes element-wise matrix multiplication, A ∈ {0, 1} N ×N and X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ] ∈ R d×N are the adjacency and feature matrices of a graph. Each x i ∈ R d is node i's feature vector. In some situations, A can be normalized as needed [15] . Note that the softmax function only applies to nonzero elements ofẼ. The time complexity of GAO is O(Cd), where C is the number of edges. On a dense graph with C ≈ N 2 , this reduces to O(N 2 d). On a sparse graph, sparse matrix operations are required to compute GAO with this efficiency. However, current tensor manipulation frameworks such as TensorFlow do not support efficient batch training with sparse matrix operations [28] , making it hard to achieve this efficiency. In general, GAO consumes excessive computational resources, preventing its applications on large graphs.
HARD AND CHANNEL-WISE ATTENTION OPERATORS AND NETWORKS
In this section, we describe our proposed hard graph attention operator (hGAO) and channel-wise graph attention operator (cGAO). hGAO applies the hard attention operation on graph data, thereby saving computational cost and improving performance. cGAO performs attention operation on channels, which avoids the dependency on the adjacency matrix and significantly improves efficiency in terms of computational resources. Based on these operators, we propose the deep graph attention networks for network embedding learning.
Hard Graph Attention Operator
Graph attention operator (GAO) consumes excessive computation resources, including computational cost and memory usage, when graphs have a large number of nodes, which is very common in real-world applications. Given a graph with N nodes, each with d features, GAO requires O(N 2 d) and O(N 2 ) time and space complexities to compute its outputs. This means the computation cost and memory required grow quadratically in terms of graph size. This prohibits the application of GAO on graphs with a large number of nodes. In addition, GAO uses the soft attention mechanism, which computes responses of each node from all neighboring nodes in the graph. Using hard attention operator to replace the soft attention operator can reduce computational cost and improve learning performance. However, there is still no hard attention operator on graph data to the best of our knowledge. Direct use of the hard attention operator as in [31] on graph data still incurs excessive computational resources. It requires the computation of the normalized similarity scores for probabilistic sampling, which is the key factor of high requirements on computational resources. To address the above limitations of GAO, we propose the hard graph attention operator (hGAO) that applies hard attention on graph data to save computational resources. For all nodes in a graph, we use a projection vector p ∈ R d to select the k-most important nodes to attend. Following the notations defined in Section 2, the layer-wise forward propagation function of hGAO is defined as
where A :i denotes the ith column of matrix A, X (:, idx i ) contains a subset of columns of X indexed by idx i , | · | computes element-wise absolute values, • denotes element-wise matrix/vector multiplication, diag(·) constructs a diagonal matrix with the input vector as diagonal elements, Ranking k (·) is an operator that performs the k-most important nodes selection for the query node i to attend and is described in detail below. We propose a novel node selection method in hard attention. For each node in the graph, we adaptively select the k most important adjacent nodes. By using a trainable projection vector p, we compute the absolute scalar projection of X on p in Eq. (4), resulting in y = [y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y N ] T . Here, each y i measures the importance of node i. For each node i, the Ranking k (·) operation in Eq. (5) ranks node i's adjacent nodes by their projection values in y, and selects nodes with the k largest projection values. Suppose the indices of selected nodes for node i are idx i = [i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i k ], node i attends to these k nodes, instead of all adjacent nodes. In Eq. (6), we extract
Here, we propose to use a gate operation to control information flow. In Eq. (7), we obtain the gate vectorỹ by applying the sigmoid function to the selected scalar projection values y(idx i ). By matrix multiplicationX i diag(ỹ i ) in Eq. (8), we control the information of selected nodes and make the projection vector p trainable with gradient back-propagation. We use attention operator to compute the response of node i in Eq. (9) . Finally, we construct the output feature matrix Z in Eq. (10) . Note that the projection vector p is shared across all nodes in the graph. This means hGAO only involves d additional parameters, which may not increase the risk of over-fitting.
By attending to less nodes in graphs, hGAO is computationally more efficient than GAO. The time complexity of hGAO is
When k ≪ N and d ≪ N , hGAO consumes less time compared to the GAO. The space complexity of hGAO is O(N 2 ) since we need to store the intermediate score matrix during k-most important nodes selection. Besides computational efficiency, hGAO is expected to have better performance than GAO, because it selects important neighboring nodes to attend [20] . We show in our experiments that hGAO outperforms GAO, which is consistent with the performance of hard attention operators in NLP and computation vision fields [19, 31] .
This method can be considered as a trade-off between soft attention and the hard attention in [31] . The query node attends all neighboring nodes in soft attention operators. In the hard attention operator in [31] , the query node attends to only one node that is probabilistically sampled from neighboring nodes based on the coefficient scores. In our hGAO, we employ an efficient ranking method to select k-most important neighboring nodes for the query node to attend. This avoids computing the coefficient matrix and reduces computational cost. The proposed gate operation enables training of the projection vector p using back-propagation [16] , thereby avoiding the need of using reinforcement learning methods [23] for training as in [31] . Figure 1 provides illustrations and comparisons among soft attention operator, hard attention in [31] , and our proposed hGAO.
Another possible way to compute the hard attention operator as hGAO is to implement the k-most important node selection based on the coefficient matrix. For each query node, we can select k neighboring nodes with k-largest similarity scores. The responses of the query node is calculated by attending to these k nodes. This method is different from our hGAO in that it needs to compute
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, hard attention operator in [31] (b), and our proposed hGAO (c). q is the feature vector of a node with four neighboring nodes in a graph. k i and v i are key and value vectors of the neighboring node i. In GAO (a), similarity scores are computed between query vector and key vectors, leading to scalar values s i . The softmax normalizes these values and converts them into weights. The output is computed by taking a weighted sum of value vectors. In hard attention operator (b), the output is generated by probabilistic sampling, which samples a vector from value vectors using computed weights e i . In hGAO (c), a projection vector p is used to compute the importance scores y i . Based on these importance scores, two out of four nodes are selected by ranking. The output is computed by applying soft attention on selected nodes. the coefficient matrix, which takes O(N 2 × d) time complexity. The hard attention operator using this implementation consumes much more computational resources than hGAO. In addition, the selection process in hGAO employs a trainable projection vector p to achieve important node selection. Making the projection vector p trainable allows for the learning of importance scores from data.
Channel-Wise Graph Attention Operator
The proposed hGAO computes the hard attention operator on graphs with reduced time complexity, but it still incurs the same space complexity as GAO. At the same time, both GAO and hGAO need to use the adjacency matrix to identify the neighboring nodes for the query node in the graph. Unlike grid like data such as images and texts, the number and ordering of neighboring nodes in a graph are not fixed. When performing attention operations on graphs, we need to rely on the adjacency matrix, which causes additional usage of computational resources. To further reduce the computational resources required by attention operators on graphs, we propose the channel-wise graph attention operator, which gains significant advantages over GAO and hGAO in terms of computational resource requirements.
Both GAO and our hGAO use the node-wise attention mechanism in which the output feature vector of node i is obtained by attending the input feature vector to all or selected neighboring nodes. Here, we propose to perform attention operation from the perspective of channels, resulting in our channel-wise graph attention operator (cGAO). For each channel X i: , we compute its responses by attending it to all channels. The layer-wise forward propagation function of cGAO can be expressed as
Note that we avoid the use of adjacency matrix A, which is different from GAO and hGAO. When computing the coefficient matrix E, the similarity score between two feature maps X i: and X j: are calculated by e i j = N k =1 X ik × X jk . It can be seen that features within the same node communicate with each other, and there is no communication among features located in different nodes. This means we do not need the connectivity information provided by adjacency matrix A, thereby avoiding the dependency on the adjacency matrix used in node-wise attention operators. This saves computational resources related to operations with the adjacency matrix.
The computational cost of cGAO is O(Nd 2 ), which is lower than that of GAO if d < N . When applying attention operators on graph data, we can control the number of feature maps d, but it is hard to reduce the number of nodes in graphs. On large graphs with d ≪ N , cGAO has computational advantages over GAO and hGAO, since its time complexity is only linear to the size of graphs. The Figure 2 : An illustration of our proposed GANet described in Section 3.3. In this example, the input graph contains 6 nodes, each of which has two features. A GCN layer is used to transform input feature vectors into low-dimensional representations.
After that, we stack two GAMs for feature extraction. To facilitate feature reuse and gradients back-propagation, we add skip concatenation connections for GAMs. Finally, a GCN layer is used to output designated number of feature maps, which can be directly used for node classification predictions or used as inputs of following operations. 
, which is independent of graph size. This means the application of cGAO on large graphs does not suffer from memory issues, which is especially useful on memory limited devices such as GPUs and mobile devices. Table 1 provides theoretical comparisons among GAO, hGAO and cGAO in terms of the time and space complexities. Therefore, cGAO enables efficient parallel training by removing the dependency on the adjacency matrix in graphs and significantly reduces the usage of computational resources.
The Proposed Graph Attention Networks
To use our hGAO and cGAO, we design a basic module known as the graph attention module (GAM). The GAM consists of two operators; those are, a graph attention operator and a graph convolutional network (GCN) layer [15] . We combine these two operators to enable efficient information propagation within graphs. For GAO and hGAO, they aggregate information from neighboring nodes by taking weighted sum of feature vectors from adjacent nodes. But there exists a situation that weights of some neighboring nodes are close to zero, preventing the information propagation of these nodes. In cGAO, the attention operator is applied among channels and does not involve information propagation among nodes. To overcome this limitation, we use a GCN layer, which applies the same weights to neighboring nodes and aggregate information from all adjacent nodes. Note that we can use any graph attention operator such as GAO, hGAO and cGAO. To facilitate feature reuse and gradients back-propagation, we add a skip connection by concatenating inputs and outputs of the GCN layer.
Based on GAM, we design graph attention networks, denoted as GANet, for network embedding learning. In GANet, we first apply a GCN layer, which acts as a graph embedding layer to produce lowdimensional representations for nodes. In some data like citation networks dataset [15] , nodes usually have very high-dimensional feature vectors. After the GCN layer, we stack multiple GAMs depending on the complexity of the graph data. As each GAM only aggregates information from neighboring nodes, stacking more GAMs can collect information from a larger parts of the graph. Finally, a GCN layer is used to produce designated number of output feature maps. The outputs can be directly used as predictions of node classification tasks. We can also add more operations to produce predictions for graph classification tasks. Figure 2 provides an example of our GANet. Based on this network architecture, we denote the networks using GAO, hGAO and cGAO as GANet, hGANet and cGANet, respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we evaluate our proposed graph attention networks on node classification and graph classification tasks. We first compare our hGAO and cGAO with GAO in terms of computation resources such as computational cost and memory usage. Next, we compare our hGANet and cGANet with prior state-of-the-art models under inductive and transductive learning settings. Performance studies among GAO, hGAO, and cGAO are conducted to show that our hGAO and cGAO achieve better performance than GAO. We also conduct some performance studies to investigate the selection of some hyper-parameters.
Datasets
We conduct experiments on graph classification tasks under inductive learning settings and node classification tasks under transductive learning settings. Under inductive learning settings, training and testing data are separate. The test data are not accessible during training time. The training process will not learn about graph structures of the test data. For graph classification tasks under inductive learning settings, we use the MUTAG [21] , PTC [21] , PROTEINS [2] , D&D [6] , IMDB-M [32] , and COLLAB [32] datasets to fully evaluate our proposed methods. MUTAG, PTC, PROTEINS and D&D are four benchmarking bioinformatics datasets. MUTAG and PTC are much smaller than PROTEINS and D&D in terms of number of graphs and average nodes in graphs. Compared to large datasets, evaluations on small datasets can help investigate the risk of over-fitting, especially for deep learning based methods. COLLAB, IMDB-M are two social network datasets. For these datasets, we follow the same settings as in [36] , which employs 10-fold cross validation [3] with 9 folds for training and 1 fold for testing. The statistics of these datasets are summarized in Table 2 . Unlike inductive learning settings, the unlabeled data and graph structure are accessible during the training process under transductive learning settings. To be specific, only a small part of nodes in the graph are labeled while the others are not. For node classification tasks under transductive learning settings, we use three benchmarking datasets; those are Cora [24] , Citeseer, and Pubmed [15] . These datasets are citation networks. Each node in the graph represents a document while an edge indicates a citation relationship. The graphs in these datasets are attributed and the feature vector of each node is generated by bag-of-word representations. The dimensions of feature vectors of three datasets are different depending on the sizes of dictionaries. Following the same experimental settings in [15] , we use 20 nodes, 500 nodes, and 500 nodes for training, validation, and testing, respectively.
Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the experimental setup for inductive learning and transductive learning tasks. For inductive learning tasks, we adopt the model architecture of DGCNN [36] . DGCNN consists of four parts; those are graph convolution layers, soft pooling, 1-D convolution layers and dense layers. We replace graph convolution layers with our hGANet described in Section 3.3 and the other parts remain the same. The hGANet contains a starting GCN layer, four GAMs and an ending GCN layer. Each GAM is composed of a hGAO, and a GCN layer. The starting GCN layer outputs 48 feature maps. Each hGAO and GCN layer within GAMs outputs 12 feature maps. The final GCN layer produces 97 feature maps as the original graph convolution layers in DGCNN. The skip connections using concatenation is employed between the input and output feature maps of each GAM. The hyper-parameter k is set to 8 in each hGAO, which means each node in a graph selects 8 most important neighboring nodes to compute the response. We apply dropout [26] with the keep rate of 0.5 to the feature matrix in every GCN layer. For experiments on cGANet, we use the same settings.
For transductive learning tasks, we use our hGANet to perform node classification predictions. Since the feature vectors for nodes are generated using the bag-of-words method, they are highdimensional sparse features. The first GCN layer acts like an embedding layer to reduce them into low-dimensional features. To be specific, the first GCN layer outputs 48 feature maps to produce 48 embedding features for each node. For different datasets, we stack different number of GAMs. Specifically, we use 4, 2, and 3 GAMs for Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed, respectively. Each hGAO and GCN layer in GAMs outputs 16 feature maps. The last GCN layer produces the prediction on each node in the graph. We apply dropout with the keep rate of 0.12 on feature matrices in each layer. We also set k to 8 in all hGAOs. We employ identity activation function as [7] for all layers in the model. To avoid over-fitting, we apply L 2 regularization with λ = 0.0001. All trainable weights are initialized with Glorot initialization [8] . We use Adam optimizer [14] for training.
Comparison of Computational Efficiency
According to the theoretical analysis in Section 3, our proposed hGAO and cGAO have efficiency advantages over GAO in terms of the computational cost and memory usage. The advantages are expected to be more obvious as the increase of the number of nodes in a graph. In this section, we conduct simulated experiments to evaluate these theoretical analysis results. To reduce the influence of external factors, we use the network with a single graph attention operator and apply TensorFlow profile tool [1] to report the number of multiply-adds (MAdd), memory usage, and CPU inference time on simulated graph data.
The simulated data are create with the shape of "number of nodes × number of feature maps". For all simulated experiments, each node on the input graph has 48 features. We test three graph sizes; those are 1000, 1,0000, and 20,000, respectively. All tested graph operators output 48 feature maps including GAO, hGAO, and cGAO. For hGAOs, we set k = 8 in all experiments, which is the value of hyper-parameter k tuned on graph classification tasks. We report the number of MAdd, memory usage, and CPU inference time.
The comparison results are summarized in Table 4 . On the graph with 20,000 nodes, our cGAO and hGAO provide 430.31 and 2.81 times speedup compared to GAO. In terms of the memory usage, cGAO can save 98.81% compared to GAO and hGAO. When comparing across different graph sizes, the effects of speedup and memory saving are more apparent as the graph size increases. This is consistent with our theoretical analysis on hGAO and cGAO. Our hGAO can save computational cost compared to GAO. cGAO achieves great computational resources reduction, which makes it applicable on large graphs. Note that the speed up of hGAO over GAO is not as apparent as the computational cost saving due to the practical implementation limitations.
Results on Inductive Learning Tasks
We evaluate our methods on graph classification tasks under inductive learning settings. To compare our proposed cGAOs with hGAO and GAO, we replace hGAOs with cGAOs in hGANet, denoted as cGANet. We compare our models with prior sate-of-the-art models on D&D, PROTEINS, COLLAB, MUTAG, PTC, and IMDB-M datasets, which serve as the benchmarking datasets for graph classification tasks. The results are summarized in Table 5 . Table 6 : Comparison of results of node classification experiments with prior state-of-the-art models on the Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed datasets.
Models
Cora Citeseer Pubmed
DeepWalk [22] 67.2% 43.2% 65.3% Planetoid [33] 75.7% 64.7% 77.2% Chebyshev [4] 81.2% 69.8% 74.4% GCN [15] 81.5% 70.3% 79.0% GAT [28] 83.0 ± 0.7% 72.5 ± 0.7% 79.0 ± 0.3% hGANet 83.5 ± 0.7% 72.7 ± 0.6% 79.2 ± 0.4%
From the results, we can observe that the our hGANet consistently outperforms DiffPool [34] by margins of 0.90%, 1.40%, and 2.00% on D&D, PROTEINS, and COLLAB datasets, which contain relatively big graphs in terms of the average number of nodes in graphs. Compared to DGCNN, the performance advantages of our hGANet are even larger. The superior performances on large benchmarking datasets demonstrate that our proposed hGANet is promising since we only replace graph convolution layers in DGCNN. The performance boosts over the DGCNN are consistently and significant, which indicates the great capability on feature extraction of hGAO compared to GCN layers.
On datasets with smaller graphs, our GANets outperform prior state-of-the-art models by margins of 1.05%, 2.71%, and 1.23% on MUTAG, PTC, and IMDB-M datasets. The promising performances on small datasets prove that our methods improve the ability of high-level feature extraction without incurring the problem of overfitting. cGANet outperforms prior state-of-the-art models but has lower performances than hGANet. This indicates that cGAO is also effective on feature extraction but not as powerful as hGAO.
The attention on only important adjacent nodes incurred by using hGAOs helps to improve the performance on graph classification tasks.
Results on Transductive Learning Tasks
Under transductive learning settings, we evaluate our methods on node classification tasks. We compare our hGANet with prior state-of-the-art models on Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed datasets in terms of the node classification accuracy. The results are summarized in Table 6 . From the results, we can observe that our hGANet achieves consistently better performances than GAT, which is the prior state-of-the-art model using graph attention operator. Our hGANet outperforms GAT [28] on three datasets by margins of 0.5%, 0.2%, and 0.2%, respectively. This demonstrates that our hGAO has performance advantage over GAO by attending less but most important adjacent nodes, leading to better generalization and performance.
Comparison of cGAO and hGAO with GAO
Besides comparisons with prior state-of-the-art models, we conduct experiments under inductive learning settings to compare our hGAO and cGAO with GAO. To be fair, we replace all hGAOs with GAOs in hGANet employed on graph classification tasks, which results in GANet. GAOs output the same number of feature maps as the corresponding hGAOs. Like hGAOs, we apply linear transformations on key and value matrices. This means GANets have nearly the same number of parameters with hGANets, which additionally contain limited number of projection vectors in hGAOs. We adopt the same experimental setups as hGANet. We compare our hGANet and cGANet with GANet on all six datasets for graph classification tasks described in Section 4.1. The comparison results are summarized in Table 7 .
The results show that our cGAO and hGAO have significantly better performances than GAO. Notably, GANet runs out of memory when training on D&D dataset with the same experimental setup as hGANet. This demonstrates that hGAO has memory advantage over GAO in practice although they share the same space complexity. cGAO outperforms GAO on all six datasets but has slightly lower performances than hGAO. Considering cGAO dramatically saves computational resources, cGAO is a good choice when facing large graphs. Since there is no work that realizes the hard attention Figure 3 : Results of employing different k values in hGAOs using hGANet on PROTEINS, COLLAB, and MUTAG datasets under inductive learning settings. We use the same experimental setups described in Section 4.2. We report the graph classification accuracies in this figure. We can see that the best performances is achieved when k = 8.
operator in [31] on graph data, we do not provide comparisons with it in this work.
Performance Study of k in hGAO
Since k is an important hyper-parameter in hGAO, we conduct experiments to investigate the impact of different k values on hGANet. Based on hGANet, we vary the values of k in hGAOs with choices of 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64, which are reasonable selections for k. We report performances of hGANets with different k values on graph classification tasks on PROTEINS, COLLAB, and MUTAG datasets, which cover both large and small datasets. The performance changes of hGANets with different k values are plotted in Figure 3 . From the figure, we can see that hGANets achieve the best performances on all three datasets when k = 8. The performances start to decrease as the increase of k values. On PROTEINS and COLLAB datasets, the performances of hGANets with k = 64 are significantly lower than those with k = 8. This indicates that larger k values make the query node to attend more adjacent nodes in hGAO, which leads to worse generalization and performance.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose novel hGAO and cGAO which are attention operators on graph data. hGAO achieves the hard attention operation by selecting important nodes for the query node to attend. By employing a trainable projection vector, hGAO selects k-most important nodes for each query node based on their projection scores. Compared to GAO, hGAO saves computational resources and attends important adjacent nodes, leading to better generalization and performance. Furthermore, we propose the cGAO, which performs attention operators from the perspective of channels. cGAO removes the dependency on the adjacency matrix and dramatically saves computational resources compared to GAO and hGAO. Based on our proposed attention operators, we propose a new architecture that employs a densely connected design pattern to promote feature reuse. We evaluate our methods under both transductive and inductive learning settings. Experimental results demonstrate that our hGANets achieve improved performance compared to prior state-of-the-art networks. The comparison between our methods and GAO indicates that our hGAO achieves significant better performance than GAO. Our cGAO greatly saves computational resources and makes attention operators applicable on large graphs.
